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Self-gifts can act as self-contracts in which the reciprocity for the gift is also personal eort and achievement. (Mick and DeMoss 1990, p.326)
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Introduction



The pleasure of the moment often seduces people to act against their own long run interests. Many individuals are tempted to shirk on unpleasant tasks  such as studying for an exam, writing a report, dieting, or saving money. If a person with such a present-bias anticipates the intrapersonal conict, this gives scope for self-regulation (e.g., Laibson 1997, O'Donoghue and Rabin 1999). One form of self-regulation is the use of self-rewards or self-punishments. To help reach their goals, people frequently promise themselves a reward if they persist and accomplish a particular task.



Consumer researchers have documented a wide-spread



use of such self-gifts as incentives for personal accomplishments (e.g., Mick and DeMoss 1990, Mick and Faure 1998).



Self-rewards are also recommended in self-help guides and



gure prominently in the professional treatment of problem behaviors (e.g., Bandura 1971, Febbraro and Clum 1998, Faber and Vohs 2004, Clum and Watkins 2007).



Even rms



invest into self-leadership" training programs, to teach their employees how to increase their motivation with self-rewards (e.g., Vancouver and Day 2005). But how do self-rewards work?



It has to be credible that the person does not take the



self-reward after failing to reach the goal, and that the person does not forgo to take it after reaching the goal. And why do people sometimes succeed with quite mundane self-rewards (such as a cup of coee or a game of pinball) but on other occasions treat themselves to a luxury good they would normally consider too extravagant (such as an expensive pair of shoes or an exclusive bottle of wine)? We analyze the use and limits of self-rewards by developing a model of self-regulation through goal setting and self-rewards. We show that a self-reward makes an individual pursue more challenging goals. And we analyze how and when dierent kinds of rewards help the individual overcome a self-control problem. A crucial element of the model is that the promise of a self-reward shapes expectations. The promise of a self-reward conditional on meeting a goal means that buying the good after achieving the goal is something the individual expected to happen; whereas buying it after missing the goal goes against what she expected. Whether expectations are met or not matters. According to K®szegi and Rabin (2006), past expectations become reference points against which people evaluate outcomes, such as the benet of a good and the price to be paid for it. In these evaluations, people often display loss-aversion in the sense of Kahneman and Tversky's (1979) Prospect Theory. What reference points an individual forms, however, is not arbitrary. For an individual who is rational and forward-looking, in equilibrium, it must indeed be optimal (not) to buy the good if she expected (not) to buy it. To illustrate the consequences of these ideas for self-regulation, consider a self-reward strategy of the form If I achieve a specic goal, I'll buy a certain good; but if I do not stick to my goal, I will deny myself this good. Now if the price of the good is very low, the individual
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will always buy it  no matter what her past expectations were.



Hence, the part of the



self-promise  . . . if I do not stick to my goal, I will deny myself the good is not credible. So the individual rationally expects that she will buy the good, irrespective of the task outcome and the self-reward strategy unravels. Conversely, if the price of the good is very high, she knows that she will never buy it  so the part of the self-promise If I achieve my goal, I'll buy that good



...



is not credible. So again the self-reward strategy unravels. For an



intermediate price range, buying as well as not buying can be a self-sustaining self-reward strategy. If the individual expects to buy the good she will buy it; if she expects not to buy the good she will not buy it. Thus, the promise that she will reward herself upon meeting her goal, but would deny herself the reward if she failed the goal is credible. To help overcome the self-control problem, the self-reward strategy must not only be credible but it must also provide appropriate incentives. Sticking to the goal and taking the reward must increase the continuation utility enough to oset the temptation to deviate from the goal and not to take the reward. The more severe the present bias is, or the higher the costs of eort, the stronger the incentives must be (i.e., the lower the price of the good must be). Otherwise, the reward is not attractive enough to overcome the self-control problem. Our analysis also helps understand the nature of self-reward goods.



Vice goods (goods



that tempt a present-biased individual because they confer immediate benets and costs are delayed) motivate the individual the most, followed by neutral goods (goods where benets and costs arise at the same time) and virtue goods (goods with delayed benets and immediate costs). Intuitively, for someone struggling with self-control, the prospect of a tasty chocolate cake after nishing the report can be more motivating than doing some exercise or than having a 15 minute break in the park, depending on the relative prices/opportunity costs of these options. However, with vice goods it is the most dicult to prevent oneself from buying the good in case the goal is not met.



We show that a vice good has to be costly from an ex-ante



perspective, so that not buying it after a failure is credible.



Intuitively, abstaining from



buying the good is not credible if the reward is a (relatively cheap) chocolate cake  the individual will consume this cake even if she did not stick to her goal. It needs to be the expensive bottle of St. Emilion wine  a bottle that the individual normally considers as too extravagant. The paper is organized as follows. After discussing the related literature we introduce the model in section 2. Our main analysis and results are in section 3. In section 4, we analyze the dierent kinds of self-reward goods.



Section 5 discusses robustness of our results to



alternative assumptions such as partial naïveté or uncertainty.



Section 6 concludes the



paper.



Related literature



Our main contribution is to the literature that deals with the question



of how present-biased individuals cope with self-control problems (for an overview see, e.g., Brocas, Carrillo, and Dewatripont 2004). external commitment technologies.



A large body of work focuses on the role of



It explains why people incur costs  for example by
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investing in illiquid assets, signing binding contracts, or making binding promises to other parties  in order to overcome self-control problems in savings and consumption decisions (e.g., Laibson 1997), or to overcome low eort provision and procrastination (e.g., DellaVigna and Malmendier 2004, Carrillo and Dewatripont 2008). While most instances of self control in everyday life seem to occur without any extrinsic commitment at all (cf. Rachlin 1995), only a few papers deal with intrapersonal strategies  as we do here. Benhabib and Bisin (2005) model the use of neural control processes, Bisin and Hyndman (2009) consider deadlines, Koch and Nafziger (2011b) and Hsiaw (2013) model goal setting, and Koch and Nafziger (2012) consider multiple goals and mental accounting. Our paper builds upon the goal setting models and shows how an individual can further alleviate her self-control problem by specifying not only goals, but also self-rewards. Bénabou and Tirole (2004) ask why personal rules can actually work. In their model, individuals have imperfect recall about past motives, and hence draw inference about these motives based on their past actions (like living up to a personal rule in a situation that puts their willpower to a test). Carrillo and Mariotti (2000) and Bénabou and Tirole (2002) model how the manipulation of self-condence and self-esteem can serve as a self-regulation strategy. Our analysis of self-rewards does not rely on reputation building. Asheim (1997) considers a dierent notion of self-reward. He notes that multiple subgame perfect equilibria may exist if a present-biased individual faces an innite horizon decision problem, or if there are indierences. He proposes a renement and provides examples of decision rules that can be interpreted as incorporating self-reward or self-punishment.
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The model



The task.



There is a single agent who faces a task at date 1.



The task requires eort,



IR0+ . Providing eort



e∈ e yields an immediate disutility of c(e) and a delayed benet of f (e), which is felt at date 2. We assume that f (0) = c(0) = 0, f 0 (e) > 0, c0 (e) > 0, c00 (e) > 0, f 00 (e) ≤ 0, and to ensure interior solutions, lime→0 f 0 (e)/c0 (e) = ∞, lime→∞ f 0 (e)/c0 (e) = 0.



The self-reward opportunity.



The individual has an opportunity to buy one unit of a



desirable indivisible good after eort provision. At date 0, the individual can use this opportunity for self-regulation. She can promise to reward herself by buying the good if she exerts enough eort. More precisely, self eort denoted by



eˆ,



0 (the date-0 incarnation of the individual) sets a goal for



and forms a state-contingent consumption plan: I reward myself and



buy the good if eort meets my goal, i.e., if The individual values the good at



b



e ≥ eˆ



and I don't buy the good otherwise.



and incurs cost



4



γb



for it, where



γ



is a relative price



parameter.
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The only choice is between buying the good or not. Throughout this section



we assume that the costs and benets of the self-reward accrue at date 1, while various other cases are analyzed in the next section.



Preferences.



When making her eort decision in period 1, the individual overemphasizes



the immediate cost relative to the more distant benet of a completed task. Specically, the individual has present-biased preferences, which we model with a quasi-hyperbolic utility function of the



(β, δ)-form



(e.g., Laibson 1997, O'Donoghue and Rabin 1999).



The rst



δ , corresponds to the standard exponential discount factor. For simplicity we set δ = 1. The second parameter, β ∈ [0, 1), captures the extent of the present bias, and is the parameter of interest in our model. The utility of the individual in period t ∈ {0, 1, 2} is



parameter,



given by:



" Ut = ut + β



# X



uτ ,



τ >t



ut period-0 where



is the instantaneous utility in period



t



(to be specied below). For instance, the



incarnation of the individual (self 0 ) weighs future utilities



u1



and



u2



equally;



but the period-1 incarnation of the individual (self 1 ) puts a larger relative weight on



by



β < 1, reecting her present bias. Given that we are modeling deliberate self-regulation, it is natural to assume that self 0 knows about the present-biased preferences discounting



u2



u1



with



of her future selves. That is, the individual is sophisticated in the sense of O'Donoghue and Rabin (1999).
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The instantaneous utility in each period has the properties of K®szegi and Rabin's (2006) reference-dependent utility. It is composed of two components. The rst component, is consumption utility derived from the payos received at time



t,



mt ,



such as the disutility of



eort, the benet from completing the task, or the costs and benets of the good. The second component is reference dependent gain-loss utility. It consists of the received payo compared to the reference point



m ˆt



m ˆ 1 = −c(ˆ e)



as



for that outcome. The reference point is determined by



the individual's past expectations (see below). For example, the goal point



mt



in the cost dimension and



m ˆ 2 = f (ˆ e)



eˆ induces the reference



in the benet dimension.



The



individual experiences a gain if an outcome exceeds the goal-induced reference point and a loss if it falls short of the reference point. Gain-loss utility takes the form of Kahneman and Tversky's (1979) value function. Losses loom larger than gains. For tractability we assume a piecewise linear value function with a kink around the reference point, as is common in



1 While we speak for concreteness of a consumption good and a self-reward, other interpretations are possible. For example, a state-contingent plan can be phrased in terms of self-punishment. If the individual did not meet the goal, she punishes herself by not buying a good that she would normally buy. Further, the reward (or punishment) need not be a consumption good but can also be some activity that brings pleasure



b



and causes pain or has some opportunity cost



γ b.



2 We assume that the relative price parameter



γ



is exogenous. In section 5, we discuss robustness of our



results to a state-contingent price.



3 We discuss how partial self-awareness aects our results in section 5.
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applications (Tversky and Kahneman 1991; see DellaVigna 2009 for applications). That is, we assume that



ut



takes the following form:



ut = mt + µ(mt − m ˆ t ), where



( µ(x) =



ηx ηλx



(1)



x > 0, if x ≤ 0



if



(2)



is the component of the utility function reecting its reference-dependent nature. The parameter



η ≥ 0 reects the weight attached to the reference-dependent component, and λ ≥ 1



reects the degree of loss aversion.



Following K®szegi and Rabin (2006), we assume that



gain-loss utility is separable across the dierent outcome dimensions.



Timing. eˆ;



At date 0, the individual sets a self-reward strategy in conjunction with eort goal



but no payo-relevant outcomes occur, and thus



u0 = 0.



At date 1, the individual makes



her eort choice and incurs the cost of eort, which result in a consumption utility of and a gain-loss utility of



µ(c(ˆ e) − c(e)).



−c(e)



Subsequently, she has the opportunity to purchase



one unit of the good. Normalizing good and money endowments to (0,0), she derives utility



bs



s ∈ {0, 1}



b γs from spending money. Her gain-loss utility from this decision is µ(bs−b s ˆ)+µ(b γ sˆ−b γs), where sˆ are her expectations regarding from



units of the good and disutility



the consumption of the self-reward. At date 2, the benets from the task realize and the individual's instantaneous utility is



Equilibrium concept.



f (e) + µ(f (e) − f (ˆ e)).



To close the model we need to make some additional assumptions



on how reference points are formed. In doing so, we build upon the ideas of K®szegi and Rabin (2006). The reference points regarding the outcomes for periods



t > 0 are determined



by the eort goal and consumption plan the individual forms in period 0. In equilibrium, these plans have to be rational. That is, in each continuation game behavior given the plan must be consistent with this plan. If, for example, self then the reference point in the good dimension is



b



0



expects to buy the good at date 1,



and in the money dimension it is



−b γ .



It then must indeed be optimal for the individual to buy the good given this reference point. As expectations are fullled, the individual experiences no gain-loss utility in equilibrium. We call a goal that is consistent with actual eort a self-sustaining goal. Similarly, we call a consumption plan that is consistent with the actual purchase decision for the good a self-



sustaining plan. Note that a consumption plan may include state-contingent decisions, such as purchasing the good only after meeting the goal. Such a plan translates into corresponding eort-contingent expectations. We also assume that, in case multiple self-sustaining goals and plans exist, self



Assumption 1



0



Self



chooses the goal and plan that maximize her utility.



0



implements a self-sustaining goal and plan, and in case multiple self-



sustaining goals and plans exist, selects the self-sustaining goal and plan that maximize her utility.
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A substantial dierence between our modeling of self-rewards and K®szegi and Rabin's (2006) framework is that we introduce state contingent expectations.



The individual not only



resolves to take the self-reward after meeting the eort goal, but also expects the self-reward



only if the eort goal is met. This requires that the individual can switch her expectations about taking the self-reward after the eort decision at date one.



4



In most of the paper



we impose no link between expectations in dierent contingencies, besides the requirement that they be rational. However, in section 5.4 we explore a model variant where expectations regarding the self-reward only partially switch after a deviation to an unexpected eort level. State-contingent expectations also can be given a dierent interpretation in terms of an entitlement eect. A person may feel that she only deserves the self-reward after exerting sucient eort. Then, taking the self-reward after meeting the eort goal feels good, but taking it after failing to meet the eort goal feels bad.



This can be modeled in a similar



way as contingent expectations through the reference dependent part. The reference point with respect to the self-rewards is then determined by whether or not the person feels she deserved it, and this depends on the eort level.



3



Analysis



3.1 Benchmark: The eort decision in the absence of self-rewards As a benchmark we briey consider the case where no self-reward opportunity exists and self



0



can attempt to motivate self



1



5



solely by setting goals.



Equilibrium constrains self



0



to set self-sustaining goals. Therefore, from her perspective there is no gain-loss utility, and the optimal eort level



e∗0



equates marginal benets to marginal costs:



f 0 (e∗0 ) = c0 (e∗0 ).



(3)



0 specify this eort as a credible goal? To determine the set of self-sustaining goals, when self 1 has no incentive to deviate from a given goal e ˆ. If self 1 sticks to the



Can self we ask



goal, she meets expectations. So there will be no gain or loss once outcomes are evaluated and the utility for self



1



is



β f (ˆ e) − c(ˆ e).



If self



1



falls short of the goal, this creates a gain



because costs are lower than expected. But it also leads to a loss from not achieving the



4 In the literature on reference-dependent preferences, there are other papers where rational expectations are contingent on exogenous and endogenous events. For instance, in Heidhues and K®szegi (forthcoming) the buyer's expectation regarding purchasing a good under dierent prices is contingent on the seller's announcement of her pricing strategy. The buyer does not have any expectations before the seller's move and so expectations are contingent on an exogenous action. In our setting, expectations condition on the endogenous action the agent chooses herself.



K®szegi and Rabin (2009) develop a general framework in



which expectations get updated after both exogenous and endogenous events. In both Heidhues and K®szegi (forthcoming) and K®szegi and Rabin (2009), expectations hence dier across dierent states of the world. In each state, however, expectations are stochastic, i.e., non-state-dependent.



5 Our analysis of goal setting with continuous eort in the absence of self-rewards follows Koch and Nafziger (2012). Suvorov and van de Ven (2008) consider a discrete eort model.
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expected benets. Specically, the utility for self



1



if she deviates to some



e < eˆ is:



β f (e) − c(e) + η (c(ˆ e) − c(e)) − η β λ (f (ˆ e) − f (e)). The convexity of the cost function



c(e)



and the concavity of the benet function



f (e)



imply



that the marginal net gain from a downward deviation decreases with the size of the deviation.



Therefore, for self



1



to refrain from falling short of the planned eort it is both a



necessary and a sucient condition that a marginal deviation is unprotable:



β (1 + η λ) f 0 (ˆ e) ≥ (1 + η) c0 (ˆ e). Again, by the convexity of where



e¯N



c(e) and the concavity f (e) this inequality is equivalent to eˆ ≤ e¯N ,



No self-reward) denotes the maximal self-sustaining goal, dened by



(



β (1 + η λ) f 0 (¯ eN ) = (1 + η) c0 (¯ eN ).



(4)



Because of the loss aversion, a loss in the benet dimension counts more than an equivalent gain from avoided costs. On the other hand, when a higher goal is set, the marginal cost also increases and eventually exceeds the (decreasing) marginal benet. At eort level two eects just balance each other out.



e¯N ,



these



For lower goals, costs from downward deviations



outweigh the benets. For higher goals, it is too tempting to reduce eort; and this makes them not credible. The more loss averse the individual is, the greater the fear of falling short of the goal. Hence, the maximal self-sustaining goal is increasing in the loss-aversion parameter is increasing in the present-bias parameter



β.



λ.



Further, it



The lower the present-bias, the more the



individual cares about benets and gain-loss utility experienced in the future. By similar arguments, self



1



has no incentive to deviate and surpass the goal if it is not too



low, i.e., if it does not fall below the minimal self-sustaining goal



eN



dened by



β (1 + η) f 0 (eN ) = (1 + η λ) c0 (eN ). If the individual deviates from goal



eˆ



(5)



and increases her eort, then she faces a loss in the



cost dimension and a gain in the benet dimension. The loss counts more than the gain as long as the goal is not too low. So again, the more loss averse the individual is, the lower is the minimal self-sustaining goal It is easy to see that goals



[eN , e¯N ].



e¯N > eN



eN . for



λ > 1.



Hence, there is a continuum of self-sustaining



From this set of self-sustaining goals, self



0



picks as her goal the one that



maximizes her utility.



e∗0 ∈ [eN , e¯N ], self 0 can implement the eort level that she considers to be optimal. ∗ When is this the case? Note that eN < e0 always holds. Thus, self 0 can fully overcome ∗ her self-control problem whenever e0 ≤ e ¯N . Comparing equations (3) and (4) shows that 1+η e∗0 = e¯N if β = β¯ ≡ 1+ηλ . Thus, since e¯N is increasing in β , the individual can fully overcome ¯. Intuitively, the greater β , her self-control problem if she is suciently patient, i.e., if β ≥ β Whenever



the more the selves agree on perceived costs and benets. Furthermore, the more loss averse the individual, the more it hurts self 1 to fall short of the goal: the greater
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λ,



the greater



e¯N



and hence the lower the cuto



β¯.



That is, greater loss aversion helps self 0 counteract her



present bias. Self-regulation is constrained, however, if the individual faces a more severe self-control problem such that



In the absence of self-rewards, the best self



Note that for



λ > 1,



0



can then do is



e¯N still exceeds the preferred eort ∗ ∗ of self 1 in the absence goal setting (dened by β f (e1 ) = c(e1 )). That is, goal setting still ¯N = e∗1 . alleviates the self-control problem. These eects only vanish for λ = 1, as then eN = e



to set a goal



e¯N .



e¯N < e∗0 .



the upper bound



To summarize, goals alone mitigate the self-control problem. fully solve the self-control problem (i.e., implement



e∗0 ).



However, they often cannot



In the following, we are interested



if and how self-rewards can be a further self-regulation tool. To study their use, our focus will be on those cases where goal setting does not overcome the conict of interest between self



0



and self



Condition 1



1: In the absence of a self-reward, the optimal eort level from the perspective of 1+η . β < β¯ ≡ 1+ηλ



∗ self 0, e0 , is not implementable as a self-sustaining goal:



Our benchmark case already makes transparent an important dierence of our setting to that of K®szegi and Rabin (2006).



In their model, in a deterministic setting, an optimal



self-sustaining goal (a preferred personal equilibrium, in their terminology) maximizes the decision maker's intrinsic utility (that is, her utility without the reference-dependent component).



In other words, a model with a reference-dependent component is empirically



indistinguishable from one without it. However, in our model the internal conict  formalized via quasi-hyperbolic discounting  creates a new eect. The optimal self-sustaining goal may now specify an eort level dierent from what a person would choose in the absence of a reference-dependent component. In other words, loss aversion aects behavior even in the absence of any uncertainty.



3.2 The eort decision with self-rewards In an attempt to resolve the intra-personal conict of interest, self



0



can make use of an



eort-contingent consumption plan such as buy the good if you reached the goal, do not buy it otherwise. We start by asking which goals are self-sustaining in the presence of such a self-reward  supposing that the self-reward is self-sustaining. In the next step, we derive the conditions that ensure that the self-reward plan indeed is self-sustaining. Our focus in this section is on self-rewards for which both the benets and costs accrue in period 1, which we call neutral self-rewards. Suppose self



0



sets a goal



eˆ above e¯N ,



the maximal self-sustaining goal without self-rewards



dened by equation (4). Excluding any benets and costs of self-rewards, such a goal induces a lower utility for self



1



than she would experience when providing a lower eort



us look more closely at the temptation for self



e < eˆ she



1



Ψ(ˆ e, e) ≡



eˆ



[(1 + η )c0 (z) − β(1 + η λ) f 0 (z)] d z.
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Let



to deviate from the goal. If she deviates to



experiences a gain in utility (net of a possible self-reward) equal to



Z



e < eˆ.



z > e¯N . Therefore, the most attractive alternative eort to the goal is e ¯N . The following function Φ(ˆ e) hence captures the temptation to deviate from a goal e ˆ by measuring the utility gain of self 1 from the optimal deviation: Note that the integrand is positive if and only if



Φ(ˆ e) ≡ Ψ(ˆ e, e¯N ) = (1 + η )[c(ˆ e) − c(¯ eN )] − β(1 + η λ)[f (ˆ e) − f (¯ eN )]. When deciding to deviate from the goal, self



1



weighs the utility gain



from not consuming the reward good, which equals sustaining goal from



eˆ,



eˆ above e¯N



Φ(ˆ e)



(6)



against the loss



b (1 − γ) for neutral self-rewards.



A self-



is therefore possible if the individual is not tempted to deviate



i.e., if



Φ(ˆ e) ≤ b (1 − γ).



(IC)



We will refer to this constraint as the incentive constraint (IC). Such a goal above exists for



γ < 1.



Lemma 1 goals from



e¯N



always



67



γ < 1, a self-sustaining neutral self-reward expands the set of self-sustaining [eN , e¯N ] to [eN , e¯R ], where e¯R > e¯N and the maximal self-sustaining goal e¯R is If



determined by:



Φ(¯ eR ) = b (1 − γ).



(7)



Proof. For



γ < 1,



the right-hand side of equation (7) is positive and constant in



the left-hand side.



e¯R .



Consider next



Because the benet is weakly concave and the cost is strictly convex,



Φ(ˆ e) is strictly convex in eˆ. Moreover, equation (4) implies that for eˆ = e¯N the marginal gain 0 from a deviation is zero: Φ (¯ eN ) = 0. By denition Φ(¯ eN ) = 0. It follows that for eˆ > e¯N the function Φ(ˆ e) is positive, strictly increasing, and strictly convex. Because it equals zero at eˆ = e¯N and tends to ∞ when eˆ → ∞, it follows that there exists a e¯R > e¯N such that (7) holds, and that e ¯R is unique. The lower bound eN can still be implemented by not specifying a self-reward. Thus, any goal e ∈ [eN , e ¯R ] is self-sustaining. The lemma illustrates that the maximal self-sustaining goal increases with a credible and desirable self-reward, thereby alleviating the individual's self-control problem.



Whether



or not a self-reward allows the individual to fully overcome her self-control problem (and implement



e∗0 )



depends on how attractive the good is. For



γ < 1,



the individual's preferred



∗ self-sustaining goal is eR



= min{e∗0 , e¯R }. The optimal eort of self 0, ∗ self-reward is attractive enough, i.e., if γ ≤ γ dened by



e∗0 ,



is achievable if the



Φ(e∗0 ) ≡ b (1 − γ ∗ ). 6 Similar to the results discussed in section 3.1, the more loss averse the individual (greater is



e¯R



λ),



the higher



and thus the more likely it is that self-rewards can help to fully overcome the self-control problem.



7 We consider desirable self-rewards, where the benet



b



outweighs the cost



b γ.



If



γ > 1,



the individual



could threaten to punish herself and consume the good whenever she does not provide the desired eort. Because self-punishment occurs o the equilibrium path, such a plan does not harm self such self-punishments is analogous to the one above.



10



0.



The analysis of



The result directly implies the following comparative statics.



The higher marginal costs



relative to marginal benets, or the more severe the present bias is (i.e., the lower stronger the incentives must be (i.e., the lower the price ceiling



γ∗



β ),



the



or the higher the size



b)



for the good to be attractive enough to help completely overcome the self-control problem.



3.3 Self-sustaining self-reward plans If a self-sustaining (credible) self-reward exists, it expands the set of self-sustaining goals. So it remains to show under which circumstances a credible reward exists. Credibility requires that the individual does (not) take the self-reward whenever she promised herself to (not) take it after a given eort level.



The derivation of the relevant conditions for a plan to



be self-sustaining relies on K®szegi and Rabin (2006) and we briey repeat their arguments here. We need to distinguish two cases. Did the individual expect to buy the good, or not (in a given state of the world)? Suppose rst she did, and her reference points regarding the good and money dimensions thus



b and −γ b, respectively. Following through with this expectation provides the individual with consumption utility b (1 − γ) from purchasing the good. As her reference points for



are



each outcome dimension are met, she perceives no gain or loss. If, instead, she abstains from buying the good, her consumption utility is 0. So she perceives a loss in the goods dimension



−λ η b + η γ b. Hence, it is indeed optimal for the individual to buy the good if b − γ b ≥ −λ η b + γ η b, i.e., if (K®szegi and a gain in the money dimension. This results in gain-loss utility



and Rabin 2006)



γ≤ Should the price exceed



γ¯ ,



(1 + λ η) ≡ γ¯ . 1+η



(8)



then the individual will not consume the good despite expecting



it. This means that the part of the self-promise If I stick to my goal I will reward myself and buy the good



...



is not credible. In equilibrium, self



0



hence expects not to buy the



good, and the individual later on will indeed not buy it. Suppose next that the individual did not expect to buy the good, i.e., the reference points regarding the good and money dimensions both are 0. In similar fashion as above, one can derive a bound



γ,



such that it indeed is optimal not to purchase the good if (K®szegi and



Rabin 2006)



γ≥ Should the price be less than



γ,



1+η ≡ γ. 1 + λη



(9)



then the individual will always consume the good  no



matter what expectations the individual held in the past. Thus, the part of the self-promise  . . . if I deviated from my goal I will deny myself the good is not credible. In equilibrium, self



0



expects her future self to consume the good, and the individual later will indeed do



so. Note that



γ < 1,



so not buying the good and the condition



γ


from lemma 1 do not



contradict each other. To summarize, if either the price is too high (γ



> γ¯ )



or too low (γ



< γ ),



the promise of a



self-administered reward is not credible. Hence, a self-reward cannot provide the necessary incentives. In the intermediate price range,



γ ∈ [γ, γ¯ ], two possibilities arise. 11



If the individual



earlier formed the expectation of buying the good, she will buy the good; and if she earlier formed the expectation of not buying the good, she will not buy the good. This provides self



0



with scope to motivate her future self with a self-sustaining reward plan of the form



If I stick to my goal I will reward myself and buy the good, if I shirk I will deny myself the good. Stated dierently, the noncommittal promise becomes a self-sustaining plan. Given expectations, it is optimal for the individual to buy the good if she kept to her goal and not to buy it otherwise.



Proposition 1 0



and self



1



Suppose condition (1) holds, i.e., there is a conict of interest between self



that cannot be solved in the absence of self-rewards.



γ < γ or γ > γ¯ , a neutral self-reward is not never (γ < γ ) or always (γ > γ ¯ ) consumes the



1. If



self-sustaining. The individual either good. In this case, self



0



implements



the maximal self-sustaining goal that can be achieved without neutral self-rewards 2. If



γ ≤ γ ≤ γ¯



and



γ < 1,



(¯ e N ).



the neutral self-reward is self-sustaining and the individual



e∗0 , or sustaining goal, e ¯R > e¯N , whichever of these is lower. Since γ < 1, values of γ such that self-rewards are self-sustaining and e ¯R > e¯N .



implements the optimal eort from the perspective of self 0,



the maximal selfthere always exist



Proposition 1 shows that, under certain conditions, a rational, forward-looking individual can partially or fully overcome a self-control problem with the promise to administer a reward after fullling a specic target, and the threat to deny herself the reward otherwise. Figure 1 illustrates how neutral self-rewards can expand the set of self-sustaining goals depending on the cost parameter



γ.



On the horizontal axis is the relative price parameter of the reward



good. On the vertical axis is the possible utility gain of self



1



from deviating from the goal



e, Φ(e). The rst constraint is that the goal satises the incentive constraint (IC), hence that Φ(e) ≤ b(1 − γ) as illustrated by the line connecting b on the vertical axis and 1 on the horizontal axis. The second constraint is that the self-reward is self-sustaining, i.e., that



γ ≤ γ ≤ γ¯ .



The lower bound



binding. The upper bound combinations of



γ



and



γ¯



γ



 denoted in the gure as



γ(1, 1)



 is always below 1 and



is above 1 and not binding. The shaded area (case II) gives



Φ(e) such that self-sustaining goals above e¯N



are possible. The higher



the value on the vertical axis, the larger the self-sustaining goal can be.



4



Other types of self-rewards



So far we assumed that the benets from consuming the reward good and its costs are both immediate. This captures neutral self-reward goods, i.e., goods for which self self



1



0



and



agree about the optimal consumption and no intra-personal conict of interest arises.



Examples are having dinner with friends after nishing a paper, playing some game after doing homework, or having a walk in the park after writing a report. More generally, the costs and benets of rewards can arise in dierent periods. To consider the additional cases, we write



eˆR (t, τ )



for a goal with the option of taking a self-reward that
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Φ(݁) (Temptation to deviate from goal e)



Self-sustaining selfreward plans I: virtue



ܾ



II: neutral III: delayed IV: vice



ߚܾ ܾఎ(ఒିଵ) ଵାఎఒ



II



ߚܾఎ(ఒିଵ) ଵାఎఒ



IV I



II+III



ߛ(ଶ,ଵ) β



ߛ(ଵ,ଵ) ߛ(ଶ,ଶ)



1



ߛ



ߛ(ଵ,ଶ)



1/ߚ



(price of reward good)



Figure 1: Self-sustaining goals with dierent types of credible self-rewards.



provides benets in period example,



e¯R



t ∈ {1, 2}



τ ∈ {1, 2}. dene γ(t, τ )



and for which costs accrue in period



dened in equation (7) corresponds to



e¯R (1, 1).



Similarly, we



For and



γ¯ (t, τ ).



Vice goods: Immediate consumption benets and delayed costs Suppose the reward good provides immediate consumption benets to self



1, but the individ-



ual only bears the costs in period 2. Because a present-biased individual focuses excessively on the short-term benets and neglects future costs, such goods are often called vice or leisure goods. Examples are rewarding yourself with a cigarette or calorie-laden snacks. They are enjoyable when consumed but have adverse health eects in the long run.



Some luxury



goods also have the character of vice goods. They are too extravagant from the perspective of self



0,



because the individual has to excessively reduce future consumption in order to



aord them now. But they appeal to self



1 because she puts excessive weight on her current



consumption. Applying similar arguments as the ones outlined in section 3.3 yields the following bounds on the relative price for a self-sustaining reward:



γ(1, 2) ≡



1+η β (1 + η λ)



and



γ¯ (1, 2) ≡



1+ηλ . β (1 + η)



Note that condition 1 implies that the lower bound on the relative price intuition is simple. A vice good is so attractive for self price  otherwise self



1



1



(10)



γ(1, 2) > 1.



The



that it must come at a very high



would always consume it and the promise of not buying the good



after not meeting the goal would not be self-sustaining. In other words, denying oneself the reward is not credible if the good is a chocolate cake that is relatively cheap. It needs to be something like an expensive bottle of St. Emilion wine  a bottle that would otherwise be
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b [1 − γ] < 0, the self-reward is costly from the perspective of self 0. But while costly for self 0, the promise of indulgence can provide the desired incentives for self 1. The reason is that self 0 and self 1 perceive the costs and benets of the vice good dierently because of the present bias. Specically, we have β γ(1, 2) < 1 and the maximal self-sustaining goal with self-rewards, e ¯R (1, 2), is determined by: considered as too extravagant. That is, because



Φ(¯ eR (1, 2)) = b [1 − β γ]. Self



0



(11)



picks a costly self-reward good only if the benets outweigh the costs, i.e., only if



[f (¯ eR (1, 2)) − c(¯ eR (1, 2))] − [f (¯ eN ) − c(¯ eN )] ≥ −b (1 − γ). In such a case self-rewards lead to indulgent behavior: self



0 tackles one self-control problem



by giving in to another self-control problem.



Virtue goods: Delayed consumption benets and immediate costs Next we consider goods with delayed consumption benets and immediate costs which are often referred to as virtue or investment goods. Examples are doing sports after nishing work, or booking a holiday for a future date after successfully completing a project. For a virtue good the bounds on the relative price for a self-sustaining reward are:



γ(2, 1) ≡ β



1+η 1+ηλ



and



γ¯ (2, 1) ≡ β



And the maximal self-sustaining goal with self-rewards,



1+ηλ . 1+η



e¯R (2, 1),



(12)



is determined by:



Φ(¯ eR (2, 1)) = b [β − γ] .



(13)



A virtue good is, ceteris paribus, less motivating from the perspective of self



1



than a vice



or a neutral good. Rewarding oneself with a gym visit after nishing homework has only a limited motivational force. Similarly, the prospect of consuming an expensive bottle of wine right now is more promising than spending hours online to book a vacation one will only take in several weeks. Nevertheless, virtue rewards might be attractive from the perspective of



0 because they make it cheap to achieve that self 1 does not buy the good after low eort, as γ(2, 1) is lower than γ(1, 1) or γ(1, 2). So while a gym visit is not the most motivating reward, it spares self 0 the cost of allowing her future self to indulge in the expensive bottle self



of wine.



Delayed consumption benets and delayed costs Instead of buying and consuming a neutral good right now, the individual could delay it to tomorrow. For example, the individual could promise to herself to have a game of pinball tomorrow (rather than today). In this case, the bounds on the relative price are given by:



γ(2, 2) ≡



1+η 1 + ηλ



and
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γ¯ (2, 2) ≡



1 + ηλ . 1+η



(14)



And the maximal self-sustaining goal with self-rewards,



e¯R (2, 2),



is determined by:



Φ(¯ eR (2, 2)) = b β [1 − γ].



(15)



Note that the bounds on the relative price coincide with those for the case of immediate benets and costs:



γ(1, 1) = γ(2, 2)



γ¯ (1, 1) = γ¯ (2, 2). As with immediate benets and for self 1 and desirable for self 0 whenever γ < 1.



and



rewards, the good is both motivating



However, incentives are, ceteris paribus, stronger if the individual rewards herself with a neutral good today (compare equations IC and 15). Intuitively, the reward of consuming an ex ante desirable good is stronger if experienced now than if experienced in the future. The areas for which the dierent types of self-rewards can expand the set of self-sustaining goals are plotted in Figure 1. The downward sloping lines are the incentive constraints for the dierent types of self-rewards. As for neutral self-rewards, the upper bounds binding given our assumptions on the value of



β (β



interest arises in the absence of a self-reward, cf. always below the value of



γ



γ¯



are never



is low enough such that a conict of



condition 1).



The lower bounds



γ



are



for which the relevant incentive constraint crosses the horizontal



axis. The area of delayed goods is contained in that of neutral goods, so that any goal that is self-sustaining with a delayed good is also possible with a neutral good. By contrast, the areas of virtue and vice goods do not overlap with that of neutral goods. Evaluated at the respective lower bounds



γ



for each good, neutral and vice goods can sustain



the same maximal goal, and this goal is higher than that for virtue and delayed goods (see the horizontal doted lines). Finally, the range of



γ



for which a goal above



e¯N



can be self-



sustaining with self-rewards is the largest for vice goods and the smallest for virtue goods. For instance, virtue goods can sustain some goals above goods this range is



Proposition 2



e¯N



for



γ ∈ [γ(2, 1), β), while for vice



γ ∈ [γ(1, 2), 1/β).



Suppose condition 1 holds.



e¯N is any γ :



1. The incentive constraints such that the individual does not want to deviate to least binding for vice goods and most binding for virtue goods, that is, for



e¯R (1, 2) > e¯R (1, 1) > e¯R (2, 2) > e¯R (2, 1). 2. The lower bound on



γ



such that the individual refrains from buying the good after



shirking is greatest for vice goods and smallest for virtue goods:



γ(2, 2) > β > γ(2, 1). Rewarding perspective of self 0 (γ(1, 2) > 1). 3. The range of



γ



γ(1, 2) > 1 > γ(1, 1) =



oneself with a vice good is always costly from the



for which some goal above



e¯N



becomes self-sustaining with self-rewards



is biggest for vice goods and smallest for virtue goods. Which self-reward would self 0 choose if all types of goods were available? In the following, we compare the utility of self good at xed price



γ(1, 2)



0



for two alternative self-reward plans: one based on a vice



and one based on a neutral good at xed price



comparisons are analogous.



γ(1, 1).



The other



While a vice good may motivate a higher eort level than a
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Figure 2: Eort of self



1



and utility of self



0



dependent on



γ(1, 1)



and



γ(1, 2)



neutral good, the former type of reward is always more expensive. Indeed, the vice good is painful from the perspective of self a self-reward plan based on a vice



0 because γ(1, 2) ≥ γ(1, 2) > 1 needs to hold. So, overall, good only yields higher utility for self 0 if the increase in



utility from the higher eort compensates for the higher expenditures or, more formally, if



[f (¯ eR (1, 2)) − c(¯ eR (1, 2))] − [f (¯ eR (1, 1)) − c(¯ eR (1, 1))] ≥ b [γ(1, 2) − γ(1, 1)], where



e¯R (1, 2)



is evaluated at



γ(1, 2)



and



e¯R (1, 1)



is evaluated at



γ(1, 1).



If the individual has a mild self-control problem or faces a task with low eort costs, the neutral good might already suce to fully overcome the self-control problem, i.e.,



e∗0 holds.



e¯R (1, 1) >



In this case, there is no need to increase motivation further with an expensive



luxury good. If, however, the individual has a more severe self-control problem or faces a task with very high eort costs, the neutral good may not be motivating enough. In this case, it depends on the relative prices



γ(1, 1)



and



can yield a strictly higher utility for self



0



γ(1, 2)



whether using a vice good as self-reward



than a neutral good.



If, for example, the individual has access to reward goods with a price just equal to the respective lower price bound



γ(1, 1)



and



γ(1, 2),



any self-reward plan based on a vice good



is dominated. Specically, evaluating the incentive constraints (7) and (11) at



γ(1, 2),



respectively, shows that both goods provide the same incentives.



reward good avoids the indulgence that is costly from self



0's



0



and



b = 1.



γ(1, 1),



a vice reward good



Suppose



f (e) = v e



and



c(e) =



1 2



c e2 .



Let



Figure 2 holds xed the severity of the self-



left picture shows how the eort of self



8 With these parameters, condition (1) becomes



But the neutral



than using a neutral good.



A parametric example helps to illustrate this.



η = 1, λ = 2.5, v = 10, c = 1, 8 control problem (β = 0.4). The



and



perspective. However, for the



generic case where a neutral good is available at a price above might yield a strictly higher utility for self



γ(1, 1)



β < β¯ = 2/3. 16



1



in percentage of



The optimal eort from the perspective of



Figure 3: Eort of self



e∗0



1



and utility of self



0



varies with the price of the respective self-reward good.



dependent on



β



It illustrates that a vice good



motivates higher eort than a neutral good  except when the price of the neutral good is very much lower and than the one of the vice good. The right picture shows how, depending



γ(1, 1) > γ(1, 1)



γ(1, 2) > γ(1, 2), a self-reward plan based on a vice good can yield strictly higher utility to self 0 than a self-reward plan based on a neutral good  even though on



and



the vice good is a luxury that comes at an excessively high price from the perspective of self



0. Figure 3 illustrates how the severity of the self-control problem impacts the eort of self 1 and the utility of self 0. and



It holds xed the prices of the reward goods (γ(1, 1)



γ(1, 2) = γ(1, 2) = 1.43).



The left picture shows how eort increases with



self-reward plans, up to the point where for severe self-control problems (low



β)



e∗0



β



= 0.95



for both



can be sustained. The right picture shows that



the vice reward good yields higher utility for self



0,



because the increase in eort compensates for the fact that the vice good is ex ante costly. For a mild self-control problem (high



β)



the neutral reward good is optimal because it is



suciently motivating.



5



Discussion



We now discuss various ways in which the model can be extended and how this aects behavior and the robustness of our results.



e∗0 = 10, whereas in the absence of a self-reward only the goal of e¯N = 7 can be sustained. Neutral p good: γ(1, 1) = 0.57, γ ¯ (1, 1) = 1.75, e¯R (1, 1) = 7 + 1 − γ(1, 1). Vice good: γ(1, 2) = 1.43, γ¯ (1, 2) = 4.38, p p e¯R (1, 2) = 7 + 1 − 0.4 γ(1, 2). Virtue good: γ(2, 1) = 0.23, γ¯ (2, 1) = 0.7, e¯R (1, 2) = 6 + 0.4 − γ(2, 1). self



0



is
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5.1 Uncertainty Many real life situations involve some form of uncertainty.



Consider the following setup



where the impact of eort on output is stochastic: with probability with probability



(1 − π)



9



it is 0.



π



output is



f (e)



and



Further, suppose the individual has stochastic reference



points for the dimensions aected by uncertainty, as in K®szegi and Rabin (2006, 2007). That is, a goal



eˆ induces



(π ◦ f (ˆ e); (1 − π) ◦ 0) against example, a benet f (e) ∈ (0, f (ˆ e))



a reference distribution for benets



which the individual evaluates the actual outcome. For



partially feels like a gain relative to the outcome of zero (expected to occur with probability



1 − π)



f (ˆ e) (expected to occur (1 − π) (f (e) − 0) + π [−λ (f (ˆ e) − f (e))].



and partially like a loss relative to the outcome of



probability



π ),



resulting in gain-loss utility



with



We rst consider goal setting without self-rewards. To pin down the sustainable goals one needs to incorporate into the incentive constraints the expectations over gain-loss utility realizations in all possible states. The maximal self-sustaining goal with uncertainty,



e¯N U ,



is dened by (cf. Koch and Nafziger 2012)



β g(λ, π) f 0 (¯ eN U ) = (1 + η) c0 (¯ eN U ), where



g(λ, π)



is strictly increasing in



λ



and



π,



and



(16)



limπ→1 g(λ, π) = 1 + λ η ,



as shown in



Koch and Nafziger (2012). Compared to the deterministic case in equation (4), incentives from goals hence are weaker:



e¯N U < e¯N



for



π < 1.



As in the deterministic case, self-rewards expand the set of self-sustaining goals.



The in-



centive constraint that denes the maximal self-sustaining goal with uncertainty and selfrewards,



e¯RU ,



is given by:



(1 + η )[c(¯ eRU ) − c(¯ eN U )] − β g(λ, π)[f (¯ eRU ) − f (¯ eN U )] = b (1 − γ). Self-rewards provide additional motivation also in the presence of uncertainty (e ¯RU However, the maximal self-sustaining goal is lower than in the deterministic



> e¯N U ). setting (e ¯RU 



e¯R ). Two additional eects may arise in a model with uncertainty if loss aversion is strong. The rst concerns the goal that self 0 implements. With uncertainty, self 0 may prefer a very low goal, or even a goal of zero in order to avoid uncertainty about future payos.



10



Intuitively,



loss aversion makes the individual averse to uctuations in output, because any realized outcome partially feels like a loss compared with the best possible outcome. A plan to exert a positive eort exposes the individual to uctuations in output on the equilibrium path that she could avoid with a lower goal.



Self 0 weighs this source of disutility against the



benets of a higher expected output. If loss aversion is not too strong, self 0 still prefers a positive eort that exceeds the minimal self-sustaining goal of self 1. In this case, a conict of interest arises between self 0 and self 1. And then, as in the model without uncertainty,



9 The arguments are similar if we assume that costs of eort are uncertain, i.e., with probability are



cH (e)



and with probability



(1 − π)



they are



π



they



cL (e).



10 Cf. Koch and Nafziger (2012) for goal setting. More generally, K®szegi and Rabin (2006) show that an individual may choose stochastically dominated choices.
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self-rewards allow self 0 to implement her preferred eort as a self-sustaining goal or at least push self 1 to meet the maximum self-sustaining goal. The second eect arises if the self-reward cannot condition on eort, but only on the stochastic output. This assumption may be relevant when eort is dicult to monitor even for the person herself. For instance, it is easy to recall how much time one spent working on a paper. But it may be hard to also take into account the level of concentration invested, because the perception of eort may be distorted with hindsight. In contrast, the perception of the result  e.g., whether a proposition is proved  is much more dicult to distort. If the selfreward can only condition on the stochastic output, a new trade-o arises when introducing a self-reward. On the one hand, a self-reward provides additional motivation for self 1. But on the other hand, self 0 expects with some probability not to consume the ex-ante desirable reward good. This reduces her consumption utility, and it causes negative expected gain-loss utility because the states with forgone consumption on the equilibrium path create a loss sensation. Thus, self 0 might sometimes abstain from using a self-reward, even though it would increase the motivation of self 1. But again, if loss aversion and uncertainty are not too high, self 0 will use self-rewards to alleviate her self-control problem.



5.2 Exogenous relative price Our analysis took the relative price parameter



γ



as exogenous. This captures the idea that



the self-reward is some consumption good with price



γb



that the individual takes as given.



However, the costs or benets that an individual perceives might depend on whether or not she accomplished the task. A nice glass of wine may taste better after one accomplishes ones goals for the day. And one might feel more comfortable wearing certain types of clothes, like skinny jeans, if one accomplished a goal of loosing weight. Such eects can be incorporated into the model by assuming that the relative cost parameter is



γ



e ≥ eˆ



if



and



κγ



otherwise.



The examples above suggest that



κ > 1,



i.e., that the



perceived costs of the reward are higher after failing one's goal. Then, the analysis of self-sustaining goals under credible self-reward opportunities (section 3.2) remains valid. The conditions for self-rewards to be credible (section 3.3) change somewhat:



γ



from equation (9) becomes



1+η κ (1+λ η)



≡ γ.



Thus, if



κ > 1,



state-dependent costs of



self-rewards make them more likely to be credible. The individual would be less tempted to take the reward if she did not meet her goal: not only does she feel the loss of unexpectedly spending some money, but the perceived costs of the reward after non-accomplishment of the goal are also higher. Even if long as



κ



κ < 1,



our analysis would be valid as long as



γ < γ¯ ,



i.e., as



is not too small.



5.3 Partial naïveté Our analysis applied to a sophisticated individual, who is fully aware of her self-control problem. People however often overestimate their future self-control. That is, the individual may hold an overly optimistic belief about her present bias
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βˆ > β



(O'Donoghue and Rabin



1999).



11



To take such partial naïveté into account, the equilibrium concept needs to be modied. We assume that self 0 maximizes utility given her (incorrect) beliefs about future behavior and forms corresponding expectations about the choice of eort and consumption of the reward good.



This corresponds to a perception-perfect strategy as dened by O'Donoghue and



Rabin (1999, 2001). Consider our lead case of a neutral reward good.



Here the individual correctly predicts



whether or not the self-reward is self-sustaining, because



γ



suppose the reward is self-sustaining and desirable, i.e., its



γ¯ do not depend on β .12 price γ ∈ [γ, γ ¯ ] and γ < 1.



and



So



Let's start with the case where self 0 does not think a self-reward is necessary because



β¯ ≤ βˆ.



If



β¯ ≤ β < βˆ



the partially naïve self 0 is as well o as a sophisticated one. She



does not specify a self-reward, and doing so is also not needed to implement



β < β¯ ≤ βˆ,



e∗0 .



If, however,



self 0 mistakenly believes that she can implement her desired eort,



self-sustaining goal without a self-reward. only provides eort



e¯N .
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A welfare loss



e∗0 ,



as a



In fact self 1 then deviates from this goal and



arises from partial naïveté, because the individual



could have achieved the same with a goal of



e¯N



but without the sensation of a loss from



not achieving her goal. The size of the welfare loss is independent of the individual's belief about her present-bias (as both (lowering



βˆ − β )



e∗0 and e¯N



do not depend on



βˆ).



An increase in sophistication



however reduces the parameter range for which this case arises.



Finally, note that from self 0's perspective using a neutral good as a commitment technology is not costly per se, because she expects to consume the reward on the equilibrium path. As a consequence, self 0 is indierent between making consumption contingent on eort or not. So she might as well use self-rewards, just to be on the safe side, say because she has a small doubt about the accuracy of her belief



βˆ.



As long as the price of the reward good is



∗ low enough, self 1 will stick to the goal e0 . In this case, the self-reward strategy protects the



β < β¯. ˆ < β¯. Now let's turn to the case where self 0 thinks a self-reward is necessary because β Note that the maximal self-sustaining goal that can be achieved with self-rewards, e ¯R , and ∗ the threshold γ from proposition 1 both depend on the degree of self-control. They are ∗ ∗ ˆ increasing functions of β . Hence, self 0 expects future eort to be either e0 , if γ ≤ γ (β) , or ˆ e¯R (β) otherwise. Two cases may arise: individual against a welfare loss from misjudging her degree of self-control even if



(i) If the price of the self-reward is low enough (γ



ˆ ), < γ ∗ (β) < γ ∗ (β)



self 0 species a



11 For a more general way and a discussion of alternative ways of modeling partial naïveté about self-control see Heidhues and K®szegi (2009).



12 In case of vice and virtue goods, the credibility of a self-reward also depends on additional eect may arise.



If the individual overestimates



herself a vice good as a reward, only to nd out at reward. She will therefore deviate to



e¯N



t = 1



β,



β.



she may set a goal above



In that case, an



e¯N



and promise



that she cannot credibly commit to forgo the



and consume the reward nevertheless. This results in a welfare loss



from the perspective of self 0 not only because she fails to meet her goal, but also because she consumes a harmful good without any motivational benets.



13 As standard in the literature (e.g., O'Donoghue and Rabin 1999) we take self 0's utility as a measure of welfare.
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self-reward, sets goal



e∗0



and self 1 sticks to this goal. Self-rewards are eective and no



welfare loss arises. (ii) For higher prices, the maximal implementable eort with a self-reward, short of the goal that self 0 sets, the goal (to



e¯N )



eˆ ≡



ˆ e∗ }. min{¯ eR (β), 0



e¯R (β),



falls



That is, self 1 deviates from



and does not take the reward. As a consequence, a welfare loss arises



not only because the individual suers a loss from falling short of her goal, but also because she does not consume the reward that is desirable from the perspective of self 0 (b (1



− γ) > 0).



An increase in sophistication (lowering



βˆ − β )



weakly increases welfare. It lowers the rst



part of the welfare loss in case (ii) by narrowing the gap between the goal



ˆ e¯R (β)



and the



actual eort e ¯N (it has no eect if the goal is e∗0 ). The size of the second part of the welfare loss however is independent of the individual's belief about her present-bias. Thus, if below



β¯ there



βˆ slips



can be, depending on the price of the reward good, a discrete downward drop



in welfare. Our results are related to those of Heidhues and K®szegi (2009). commitment technology that allows self 0 to impose a penalty



They consider a costly



k



on her future self for



deviating from the goal. The cost of that technology is increasing in the size of the penalty



k.



Heidhues and K®szegi show that perfect sophistication is necessary to reap the benets



of such a technology. The reason is that the partially naïve individual minimizes the costs of commitment by selecting a penalty self-control. But for any



βˆ > β



ˆ k(β)



that she deems to be just sucient to achieve



the penalty ultimately is ineective. Thus, a bit of naïveté



leads to a discretely lower welfare. Increasing sophistication hurts the individual because it makes her impose a larger futile self-control cost on herself. In contrast, in our setting using a neutral good as a self-reward can be an eective self-control strategy also for a partially naïve individual.



While in some circumstances (for



βˆ < β¯



and large



γ)



a small lack of



sophistication can also cause a discrete welfare loss, the individual otherwise tends to be better o from an increase in sophistication because it makes her set more realistic goals.



5.4 Partial switching of the reference point after a deviation We assumed that the individual can form eort-contingent consumption plans and that these induce corresponding eort-contingent expectations.



This implies that if the individual



deviates and falls short of the eort goal, the reference point switches from the on-theequilibrium path expectation buy the good to the o-the-equilibrium-path expectation do not buy the good.



A plausible alternative is that the individual got used to the idea of



buying the good and after a deviation from the goal still puts some weight reference point that is induced by the expectation to buy the good.



ρ ∈ [0, 1]



on the



In the following, we



show that our results are robust to such a modication of the model. Our focus is on neutral goods, but the results are similar for the other types of goods. Not buying the good after low eort is more dicult to achieve because forgoing the good feels more painful. To see this, consider the continuation game where the individual deviated
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from the desired goal. Her self-reward plan dictates not to buy the good, however, she still puts weight



ρ



on the on-the-equilibrium-path plan to buy the good.



decision whether or not to buy the good. eort her utility is



0 + ρ η [−λ b + γ b].



Consider now her



If she indeed does not buy the good after low



The individual experiences a loss because she still



ρ on her on-the-equilibrium reference point of buying the good. The utility after buying the good is b (1 − γ) + (1 − ρ) η [b − λ γ b]. Hence, she will not buy the good after low puts weight



eort if the price of the good does not exceed the following threshold:



γS ≡ For



ρ>0



we hence have



γS > γ.



1 + η + ρ η (λ − 1) . 1 + ηλ − ρ η (λ − 1)



Furthermore, the greater



(17)



ρ,



the greater



γS ,



i.e., the more



costly the good needs to be for it to be credible that self 1 will not buy the good after low eort.



Intuitively, the more weight the individual puts on her old reference point to



buy the good, the more dicult it is to prevent herself from buying the good in case she deviates from her goal. The upper bound



γ¯ is unaected by ρ, because it is derived under the



assumption that the self-reward is expected on the equilibrium path, and this expectation is not contradicted by a deviation that still involves buying the good. What is the impact on the individual's incentives? Deviating to by



ρ (η γ b − η λ b)



e < eˆ now



decreases utility



in addition to the loss in the benet dimension and the gain in the cost



dimension in the base model. This additional eect arises because after a deviation from the goal the individual also compares the outcome do not buy the good to the reference point that is induced by the on-the-equilibrium-path expectations of buying the good, to which she still attaches weight



ρ.



Thus, the maximal self-sustaining goal,



e¯S ,



is dened by



Φ(¯ eS ) = b [1 − γ + ρ η (λ − γ)],



(18)



Note that the individual is more motivated to stick to a her goal if she continues to attach weight to the reference point of buying the good even in case she deviated. That is, for we have



e¯S > e¯R .



ρ>0



Intuitively, the reference point induced by the expectation to buy the good



creates an additional feeling of a loss if the individual does not buy the good.



Trying to



avoid this loss, the individual is more willing to stick to her goal. More generally, for all types of self-rewards the lower bound for a self-reward to be credible,



γ,



is increasing in



ρ.



That is the incentive constraint becomes more slack if



Figure 4 illustrates this for a neutral good.



14



ρ



increases.



The lower bound on the price of the reward



good shifts to the right; and the downward sloping incentive conditions shifts to the right and becomes steeper. If the reference point does not adjust at all (ρ



= 1)



then self-rewards are ineective and not



credible. The lower and upper bound on the price of the good coincide:



γ S = γ¯S



for



ρ = 1.



While the area for which neutral self-rewards are credible and eective might increase or



14 For the other types of goods, qualitatively, we obtain gures that look similar to gure 1, except that for positive values of



ρ



it may occur that the areas of vice and virtue goods partly overlap with that of neutral



goods.
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Φ() (Temptation to deviate from goal e) Self-sustaining selfreward plans neutral, ߩ > 0 neutral, ߩ = 0



 ఎ(ఒିଵ) ଵାఎఒ



(ଵ,ଵ)







̅(ଵ,ଵ)



1



(price of reward good)



Figure 4: Self-sustaining goals with credible neutral self-rewards for



decrease for dierent values of goal above



e¯N



ρ,



it is still the case that for any



exist for some values of



Proposition 3



γ



γ



and



ρ > 0.



some self-sustaining



such that the self-reward is credible.



Suppose condition 1 holds. For any



reward, there exists a value



ρ < 1,



ρ=0



ρ ∈ [0, 1)



and for every type of self-



such that some self-sustaining goal above



e¯N



exists and is



sustained with a credible self-reward plan.



Proof. We sketch the proof for a neutral self-reward. It is straightforward to show that the righthand side of the incentive constraint (18) evaluated at the lower bound



2



γ S (1, 1)



is equal to



2



[(λ − 1)η(1 − ρ) + (λ − 1)ρ(1 − ρ)η ]/(1 + ηλ − ρη(λ − 1)). This expression is positive for any ρ ∈ [0, 1). It is easy to show that γ (1, 1) < γ ¯S (1, 1) for any ρ ∈ [0, 1). Hence, for each S such value of γ it is possible to nd an eort level above e ¯N that is a self-sustaining goal. The proof for the other types of self-rewards is analogous.



Our above extension introduced a parameter



ρ



that captures the extent to which, after a



deviation from the goal, the individual still puts weight on the old, on-the-equilibriumpath expectation of buying the good.



We now discuss an alternative way to think about



such an attachment to old expectations.



Namely, a change in expectations may aect



the individual's wellbeing by triggering mental comparisons of the new beliefs over future consumption with what the individual would have expected to occur according to old beliefs. K®szegi and Rabin (2009) discuss that next to contemporaneous gain-loss utility (from any contrast between current consumption and the prior beliefs about current consumption) an individual experiences prospective gain-loss utility from changes in her beliefs about future consumption.



Such changes might be caused by the arrival of new information.
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In our



setting the arrival of new information does not stem from the resolution of some uncertainty, but from the individual deviating from her plan. To apply the ideas of K®szegi and Rabin (2009) to our framework, we can think of the state-contingent expectations as a degenerate stochastic reference point: with probability 1, I provide eort



eˆ and consume the good; and with probability 0, I provide e < eˆ and don't



consume the good. Now if the new information arrives that the individual shirked, she updates her expectations about the probability of consuming the good from one to zero. This change in expectations leads to an update in her consumption reference point from consume the good, to don't consume the good, which in turn triggers prospective gain-loss utility. Following K®szegi and Rabin (2009), we assume that the individual puts a weight



ρ ≤ 1



on the prospective gain-loss utility resulting from changes in expectations about outcomes



15



occurring in the (near) future.



In this setting, the agent has no incentive to deviate from



her goal if the incentive constraint (18) holds. Note however that, compared with the above extension, our results are a bit stronger if we apply the notion of prospective gain-loss utility from changes in expectations. The reason is that at the time when the individual faces the actual consumption decision the change in expectations triggered by shirking is already fully incorporated into the reference point. Thus, the lowest possible price is



γ



rather than



γS .



5.5 Change of mind We assumed that the individual forms a self-reward plan in period 0 that determines the reference point to which she later compares outcomes. The model hence captures settings where a change of mind in period 1 is without consequences.



Self



1



may well think of a



new eort-contingent consumption plan (like I consume the good even though I did not meet my goal), but the reference point does not adjust quickly enough for this to aect the consumption decision. Empirical evidence suggests that reference points do adjust to new information, but not immediately.



Bettors who accumulate losses tend to make riskier bets at the end of the



day to erase these losses, suggesting that their reference points do not adapt to losses from previous bets (cf.



Camerer 2003, p.296).



Post et al.



(2008) investigate the inuence of



initial expectations and recent outcomes on player's behavior during a high-stakes game show. Their results suggest that reference points only slowly adjust to information. Similarly, Card and Dahl (2011) show that football fans' emotional reactions to game outcomes appear to be driven by the nal outcome relative to expectations at the start of the game, with little or no updating using half-time scores.



With sucient time lag, reference states do



seem to adjust, as reected by the phenomenon of hedonic adaptation (see Frederick and Loewenstein 2003).



15 If



ρ = 1,



16



getting news about a future outcome resonates as strongly with the individual as if she



learned about it only at the time when the outcome realizes. If



ρ


the individual puts more weight on



instantaneous gain-loss utility than on prospective gain-loss utility.



16 Experimental evidence on short-term responses is mixed. Matthey and Dwenger's (2008) ndings suggest no short-term adjustment of reference states, while the ndings of Gill and Prowse (2011) and Song (2011)
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Thus, our assumption that a change of mind does not aect reference points seems plausible if the reward opportunity is immediate.



However, the assumption is less plausible if the



reward is delayed. Here, the reference point has more time to adjust to a possible change of mind. This suggests that self-rewards work best if they occur promptly after the eort choice is made  something also emphasized in self-help guides (e.g., the University of Victoria Counselling Services 2004) and studies on self-reinforcement (e.g., Grady et al. 1988).



6



Conclusion



Personal accomplishments and achieved goals are important reasons why people reward themselves, according to survey evidence by Mick and DeMoss (1990). Some examples of self-rewards they nd are mundane consumption, like watching TV or having lunch with a friend. For instance, one woman motivates herself to do unpleasant household chores with a promise [to] myself that if I get three rooms cleaned without a break, then I can put my feet up and watch a game show on television (p.326).



Other examples they list have an



indulgent character, like buying a whirlpool bath as reward for running a marathon. Such a motivation to consume luxury is also reected in a KPMG survey in China, where over 60 percent of the respondents bought luxury goods as a way to reward themselves for their hard work and success (Debnam and Svinos 2006). Our analysis sheds light on the power and limits of dierent types of self-reward goods. It shows why quite mundane goods often work well as self-rewards. Along these lines, self-help guides typically recommend how to start with thinking about suitable contingent rewards. You should use small rewards that are suciently enticing to help motivate yourself, but that are not so important to you that you would go ahead and get them even if you failed to achieve the prescribed targets. Examples would be play a game of pinball after nishing your homework or have a nice dinner with your friends after writing up a report.
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Yet our analysis also shows that a self-reward sometimes needs to have an indulgent character to be a suciently powerful motivator.



Specically, the model predicts that people



may consume vice goods (as a self-reward) after being virtuous in a task. A common interpretation for such behavior is that the exertion of self-control in a task depletes self-control resources and that the individual therefore succumbs to temptation afterwards (cf. Muraven and Baumeister 2000). Our results show that there is a second interpretation for such behavior. Rather than reecting self-regulation failure, such behavior may be the expression of a successful self-regulation strategy. Problems of self-regulation are important in many economic contexts.



For example, self-



regulation failure often leads to a poor diet (overeating of sinful products), or lacking exercise. suggest relatively quick adjustment.



17 In a similar vein, such activities can be employed in a state-contingent plan that uses a self-punishment. Suppose, for example, an individual usually plays pinball after work or enjoys the daily lunch with her colleagues. Then threatening herself not to play pinball or to skip the usual lunch with colleagues, unless she achieves her daily goal, provides incentives to meet the goal.
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And these contribute to the problem of obesity.



The World Health Organization (WHO)



reports that more than 1.4 billion adults were overweight in 2008, and more than half a billion obese. The WHO estimates that at least 2.8 million people die each year as a result of being overweight or obese. Moreover, globally, the WHO attributes 44% of diabetes cases, 23% of ischaemic heart disease, and 741% of certain cancers to overweight and obesity.
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The associated health costs are large (cf. Finkelstein et al. 2009). Similarly, self-regulation failure leads to problems such as low study eort and school drop-out. huge life time welfare losses at the individual level (cf.



The latter causes



Oreopoulos 2007), and also at



the societal level because human capital accumulation is a key driver of economic growth. These examples illustrate that self-regulation failure can cause large economic costs. Our model helps to better understand when self-regulation without (often very costly) external commitment devices can be achieved. Our analysis has been cast as a personal problem. On the other hand, there are many jobs where routine employee supervision is limited, and the workers are largely responsible for motivating themselves. This has always been the case for many artistic and academic professions or self-employed entrepreneurs, but nowadays the issue becomes even more widespread. For instance, work at home is becoming increasingly popular. In 2005, 7% of workers in the European Union were working at home at least a quarter of their working time (Welz and Wolf, 2010). Similarly, around 10% of US workers work at least 1 day at home in a typical week; and work at home increase by roughly 35% from 1997 to 2010 (Mateyka et al., 2012). While work at home (or telework) has many advantages, the primary concern is employee shirking (see, for instance, Bloom et al., 2013). Workplace arrangements in rms may serve



19



as commitment devices for workers to mitigate self-control problems (Kaur et al. 2010). These commitment opportunities are reduced when working at home.



Therefore, self-regulation is an important economic activity for those workers who have signicant discretion in organizing their working time, and where immediate measures of performance are unavailable or not used for strategic reasons. By delegating responsibilities and decisions to employees, increasing their exibility and discretion the employers increase the demand for employee self-regulation. On the other hand, this larger freedom creates not only challenges, but also additional opportunities for self-regulation. We believe that applying our model to self-regulation in the context of work and employer-employee relationships is an interesting direction for future research.



18 See



http://www.who.int/features/factfiles/obesity/en/index.html



(last accessed April 2013).



19 For example, rms can provide commitment not to give in to the momentary temptation to shirk by imposing disproportionate penalties (that exceed the marginal impact of eort on output) for small deviations in behavior such as minor tardiness.
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